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Learning Options from Demonstrations:
A Pac-Man Case Study
Marco Tamassia, Fabio Zambetta, William L. Raffe, Florian ‘Floyd’ Mueller, and Xiaodong Li

If properly directed during training, an agent can learn
better options and learn them earlier. Better options make
more effective game players, robots and controllers. Earlier
learning means a shorter training time and fewer interactions
with the environment, which are often costly. These are two
highly desirable characteristics for learning systems.
Hand-crafting options is expensive and error-prone in scenarios where human intuition is difficult to encode. This has
prompted work in the automatic learning of options. Notable
approaches are based on frequency of successful trajectories
[8], detection of bottleneck states [9], [10], commonalities of
multiple tasks [11], states clustering [12], graph partitioning
[13], relative novelty [14], difficulty for states to be reached
Index Terms—Reinforcement learning, Temporal Difference and maintained [15], causal analysis of state features [16] or
Learning, Options Framework, Learning from Demonstration. successful trajectories [17] and intrinsic motivation [18]. These
approaches all rely on the agent exploring the environment, as
opposed to learning from pre-existing data.
In this work, we introduce a novel algorithm that learns
I. I NTRODUCTION
options from demonstrations provided by experts; that is,
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a paradigm for machine
agents familiar with the environment. We investigate whether
learning where behaviour is learned by agents through trialoptions learned with our method can improve performance of
and-error, as opposed to supervised learning, where algorithms
Q-learning, a popular RL algorithm. Here, a demonstration
are provided with labeled data. Researchers have achieved
is a trace of an expert interacting with the environment. The
significant advancements using RL in various fields, including
intuition is that options learned from experts are likely to
games [1], [2], robotics [3], and control [4].
produce a good bias for an RL agent learning phase. Other
Agents using RL techniques (RL agents, hereafter) are of
works on learning options from demonstration have recently
practical interest because some of them do not require a
been published: based on the frequency of sub-trajectories [19],
model of the environment they act in, which matches most
change of abstractions [20], human interaction [21].
real world scenarios. To define what a “good” behaviour is,
The method proposed in [21] is closely related to our work,
all that needs to be provided to an RL agent is a reward
both because humans were involved and the same test-bed,
signal. To learn an optimal behaviour without prior information,
the video game Pac-Man, was used. In [21], participants were
the RL agent needs time to gather knowledge by interacting
asked to provide a list of sub-tasks useful to play the game;
with the environment, via trial-and-error. It is to be expected
these sub-tasks were then converted into options. Our approach
that performance during this learning phase is sub-optimal. In
differs in that we only require players to play the game in their
particular, decisions might start out as random and improve
usual manner.
over time until they converge to optimal behaviour.
Our approach to learning options from demonstrations is to
An important part of RL research is aimed at improving the
detect “surprising” decisions made by the experts, infer their
performance during this learning phase [5]. One way in which
intentions and use them as goals. This idea reflects studies in
this can be achieved is by introducing bias in the decision
cognitive research where infants were observed to get excited
process of the agent while it is still taking some random
by unexpected events and motivated to explore further [22].
decisions. Sutton et al. achieve this by introducing one or
This work builds on our previous work [23]. In this study
more predefined policies, called “options” that the agent can
we change the method of selection for detected goals: whereas
commit to for some time [6]. It is important that options drive
previously we used a notion of distance between states, in
the agent in a profitable way, making good decisions whose
this work we select the most frequently detected goals, which
consequences the agent will take note of. However, if not
reduces computational time. Furthermore, in this study we use
well-engineered, this technique may worsen performance [7].
a more complex test-bed, the video game Pac-Man, which is
more challenging than the simple grid-world previously used.
The authors are with RMIT University, Melbourne VIC, Australia.
E-mail: <first.last>@rmit.edu.au
Finally, we empirically demonstrate that this approach works
Abstract—Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a machine learning
paradigm behind many successes in games, robotics and control
applications. RL agents improve through trial-and-error, therefore undergoing a learning phase during which they perform suboptimally. Research effort has been put into optimising behaviour
during this period, to reduce its duration and to maximise
after-learning performance. We introduce a novel algorithm that
extracts useful information from expert demonstrations (traces of
interactions with the target environment) and uses it to improve
performance. The algorithm detects unexpected decisions made
by the expert and infers what goal the expert was pursuing. Goals
are then used to bias decisions while learning. Our experiments in
the video game Pac-Man provide statistically significant evidence
that our method can improve final performance compared to a
state-of-the-art approach.
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well even when the model of the environment is learned from
the demonstrations themselves, rather than being given as input.
The paper is organised as follows: in Section II we give an
introduction to Reinforcement Learning and to the framework
introduced by Sutton et al.; in Section III we present our
method for learning options from demonstration; in Section IV
we present our experiments and report the results and in Section
VI we summarise and discuss future research directions.
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MDP actions are limited in that an agent cannot commit to a
certain behaviour over time, because decisions are independent
of each other; they just depend on the current state. The options
framework addresses this limitation.
B. Options Framework

The concept of an option [6] generalises that of an action
(actions are referred to as primitive actions) to include
temporally extended courses of action. An option, like any
II. BACKGROUND
other action, can be chosen by the agent policy; however,
In this section, we give the background necessary to unlike with primitive actions, when an option is chosen, its
understand this work. First, we give an introduction to Markov internal policy is followed for some period of time.
Decision Process (MDP) (II-A), the most common model used
An option o is defined as a tuple o = (I, π, β) where:
in RL. Then we introduce the Options framework (II-B), which
• I is the initiation set; that is, the set of states from which
allows an RL agent to choose among actions and options,
the agent can select option o;
predefined policies that the agent can commit to for some time.
• π is the policy to be followed when option o is selected;
• β : S → R expresses the probability of termination of
A. MDP and Reinforcement Learning
option o and depends on the state.
A Markov Decision Process (MDP) [24] is a model of
When the agent selects a primitive action, the action is
a stochastic, stationary environment; that is, an environment executed normally. On the other hand, when it selects an
whose response to an agent’s actions is non-deterministic and option, the option is activated and its policy determines this
whose distribution does not change over time. Formally, an and the next actions to be performed; this continues until the
MDP M is a tuple M = (S, A, T, R, γ) where S is a set option stochastically terminates. Upon option termination, the
of states; A is a set of actions; T : S × A × S → [0, 1] following rule is used to update the state-option value [6]:
is a function expressing the environment state transition
α
Q(st , ot ) ← r + γ k max Q(st+k , o) − Q(st , ot ),
(2)
probabilities; R : S → R is a function associating a reward to
o∈O
each state; γ < 1 is a discount factor used to decrease future
where r = rt+1 + γrt+2 + . . . + γ k−1 rt+k is the discounted
rewards, which encodes the notion of inflation.
At each point in time t an agent senses the state of the cumulative reward obtained during the option execution and
environment st ∈ S and performs action at ∈ A in response. O is the set of all actions and options. This rule leads Q to
The state of the environment changes stochastically according converge to the optimal state-option value function.
I, π and β can be defined manually or learned algorithmito the distribution P (st+1 |st , at ) = T (st , at , st+1 ). Finally,
cally.
We focus on learning options from expert demonstrations.
the agent receives a reward rt = R(st+1 ). The purpose of
an agent is to maximise
discounted, cumulative reward
P the
t−1
III. G ENERATING O PTIONS FROM D EMONSTRATION
collected over time:
γ
rt . The agent wants to find a
t
This section explains how our algorithm learns options from
policy π : S → A that maximises such reward.
Q-learning [25] finds such a policy by learning the expected demonstrations, not requiring interaction with the environment.
future cumulative reward of taking action a in state s and
Our approach focuses on options that have a goal-based
behaving optimally – according to its knowledge – afterwards. policy. This is in line with previous work in the area [8], [9],
This information is encoded in the state-action value function, [13], [14]. The approach we take is slightly different, however,
or Q-function.
in that it allows for policies with multiple goals. Each set of
Q-learning updates its estimate of the Q-function at every goals is then used to compute the components of an option
state transition, using (st , at , rt , st+1 ):
(I,π,β). This allows for more flexibility in choices. Details on
how this is done are given in section IV-B.
α
Q(st , at ) ← rt + γ max Q(st+1 , a) − Q(st , at ),
(1)
a∈A

α

where x ← y is short for x ← x + αy and 0 < α ≤ 1 is the A. Identifying Useful Subgoals
Our procedure requires one or more demonstrations given
learning rate. This algorithm converges with probability 1 to
the optimal Q-function, provided that each state has a non-zero as input. We define a demonstration as a sequence of state and
action pairs: h(s1 , a1 ), (s2 , a2 ), . . . , (sn , an )i. The first step is
probability of being visited.
An agent focusing only on maximising rewards (exploitation) to identify useful sub-goals in the demonstrations.
could be preventing itself from gathering additional knowledge
Our idea is that experts reason through a few, high(exploration) that would allow for better decisions. To provide level goals. We aim to identify demonstration sequences of
the proper degree of exploration over exploitation, an explo- (si , ai ), . . . , (sj , aj ) that can be explained as steps the expert
ration strategy is normally used. In this work, we used the took to reach a goal, sj+1 . That is, the above sequence could
Annealing -greedy strategy, which chooses a random action be rewritten as (si , πsj+1 (si )), . . . , (sj , πsj+1 (sj )) where πsj+1
with probability  and the best (greedy) action with probability is a policy that minimises the expected number of steps to
1 − . The value of  is decreased over time (annealed).
reach state sj+1 .
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Algorithm 1 Goals extraction; uses a multiset structure, which
is a set where information about the number of occurrences of
each element is preserved.
1: procedure E XTRACT _G OALS (T, demo, ρ)
2:
last_s, _ ← last(demo)
3:
goals ← multiset ∅
4:
prev_s ← last_s
5:
cur_goal ← last_s
6:
for all (s, a)(in reverse(demo) do
ρ if s=cur_goal
7:
R̂(s) ←
0 otherwise
8:
π ← Value_Iteration(T, R̂)
9:
if π(s) 6= a then
10:
cur_goal ← prev_s
11:
add cur_goal to goals
12:
prev_s ← s
13:
return goals
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the best performance versus autonomously learning how to
effectively play. We choose to focus on the second problem,
and use Pac-Man as a test-bed.
A. Experimental settings

We implemented our framework in Python using the Numpy
library1 [26] and parallelized using GNU Parallel2 [27].
Q-learning: The discount factor for Q-learning was γ = 0.97
(a commonly chosen value [24]), while the reward peak
for goal-driven policies was arbitrarily set to ρ = 50. The
exploration strategy used in the experiments is Annealing
-greedy, with  = 0.1 (also, a common choice [24]). The
annealing schedule is based on the episode number k and is
3k
defined as (k) = 0.1/(1 + e 1000 −3 ). These parameters have
been chosen to create a sigmoid function where most of the
descent happens between episodes 500 and 1500.
Pac-Man: Our algorithm has been tested in the video
game Pac-Man3 . We used the implementation of Pac-Man
developed by University of California, Berkeley, for their
4
Algorithm 1 achieves this by analysing the demonstration Artificial Intelligence course [28] .
In this game, the player controls Pac-Man, an agent moving
backwards. Because the procedure infers goals from expert
actions, we assume that the experts are competent in the in a two-dimensional environment whose purpose is to collect
environment and that this is reflected in the demonstrations all the white pills. Pac-Man is chased by a number of ghosts,
each of which will kill Pac-Man if he collides with them. There
produced. The procedure works as follows:
are also a number of special capsules that make all the ghosts
• the current goal is set to the last visited state;
scared for a limited period of time. If Pac-Man collides with a
• the demonstration is analysed backwards, step by step;
scared ghost, the ghost dies and reappears at the centre of the
∗
• at every step (st , at ), the best action at to reach the current
goal from state st is computed via Value Iteration [24] game area in a non-scared state. Players receive a score based
(lines 7-8, the model of the environment can be learned on their performance:
• -1 at every time-step;
from the samples themselves if not already available);
• +10 for every eaten pill;
Value Iteration is a dynamic programming algorithm that
• 0 for every eaten capsule;
computes a state value function;
∗
• +200 for every killed ghost;
• if at 6= at , state st+1 is set as the current goal;
• +500 upon victory (eating all pills);
• the current goal is added to the goals multiset; this is to
• -500 upon defeat (being eaten by a ghost).
keep track of how much each goal is used.
Notice that this implementation is slightly different from
The underlying idea is that decisions of the expert that
go against the expectations of the algorithm are intrinsically the most popular ones in AI literature, such as those used in
5
interesting. The algorithm tries to infer what the expert goal the Ms. Pac-Man Competition and in the Ms. Pac-Man vs
6
Ghost-Team Competition . In particular, in this implementation
was when it took the unexpected action.
Algorithm 1 finds an exact solution only in deterministic there is a time-step penalty and the behaviour of ghosts is
MDPs. In stochastic MDPs, a state and action pair does not more simplistic, each ghost deciding a random direction at
uniquely determine the next state. As a consequence, the next every intersection. The simulator we chose is, however, not
state in the demonstration is not necessarily the goal that the uncommon, and has in particular been used in [21].
State space: Each state of the game is characterised by
expert wanted to achieve. Not knowing the intent of the expert,
we assume that the next state is what the expert wished to distance and direction from the closest of each of the following:
achieve. This is a heuristic that seems to work well in practice. capsule, food, scared ghost and non-scared ghost.
The distance information can assume values close, midrange
and far, depending on the length of the shortest path as comIV. E XPERIMENTS
puted by the Dijkstra algorithm [29]. Directional information
This section details the experimental setting that has been represents the direction that Pac-Man should follow to reach
used to test the proposed method. Results of the experiments said objects via the shortest path.
are also presented here. The experiments are designed to show
1 http://www.numpy.org/
the benefits of using options learned by our algorithm. Notice
2 http://www.gnu.org/software/parallel/
that the purpose of this work is not to implement the best
3 http://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/3938/the_pacman_dossier.php
Pac-Man agent but, to show that using options learned from
4 http://ai.berkeley.edu
5 http://dces.essex.ac.uk/staff/sml/pacman/PacManContest.html
experts gives learning agents an advantage. These are two
6 http://csee.essex.ac.uk/staff/sml/pacman/kit/AgentVersusGhostsOld.html
different problems: engineering Pac-Man agents to achieve
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Automatic agents: The experiments compare the goals
detected by the algorithm from two automatic agents. That is,
these automatic agents are two of the experts in our setting.
Both agents include a perfect model of the game. They both
compute a heuristic value for the state that would follow each
available action, and select the best one. The score is computed
taking into account information about non-scared ghosts and
pills as follows:
(
p
− max(0, 7 − g)2 − 100
if there are pills
scorec =
,
2
− max(0, 7 − g) + 1000 otherwise
(3)
where g is the length of the shortest-path to the nearest nonscared ghost and p is the length of the shortest-path to the
nearest pill.
Conservative agent: The first agent, which we call conservative, uses Equation 3 as is to evaluate the states’ value.
This formula encourages reaching the closest pill while staying
7 steps away from the closest non-weak ghosts. The agent,
thus, avoids taking risks and stays at a safe distance from
threats. While this does not take into account the possibility
of ambushes, it is effective in practice.
Aggressive agent: The second agent, which we call aggressive, takes into account the same information as the conservative
as well as information on scared ghosts and capsules. The
formula it uses is as follows:
scorea = scorec − 1000 · c − 100 · n − 10 · w,

(4)

where c is the number of capsules present on the level, n is the
number of scared ghosts and w is the length of the shortestpath to the nearest scared ghost. The formula in Equation 4
encourages eating capsules and scared ghosts. This behaviour
is risky because it does not take into account for how long the
ghosts are going to remain scared.
Human players: The other two experts in our experiments
are humans. Specifically, two of the authors played Pac-Man
on a small level and all of their games are recorded and treated
as experts data.
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are aggregated; let F be the set of such features:
GA,v = {si ∈ S | ΠF (si ) = v}, for all
combinations v of features in F , where ΠF is the
relational algebra projection operator, which strips
the input of all features except those in F . Notice
that each GA,v is a multiset, as opposed to a set.
c) Rank all multisets GA,v based on their cardinality
in descending order.
d) For each of the first top 4 multisets G of goals:
i) Reward function R is created; R is 0 everywhere
except for states in G, where it is ρ;
ii) Value Iteration is run with reward R and model
T to find policy π;
∗
iii) Set G is computed: all states that can indirectly
∗
reach states in G are included in G ;
iv) An option o = (I, π, β) is created:
∗
• I = G \ G;
• π = π; (
∗
0.2 if s ∈ G \ G
• β(s) =
.
1
otherwise
v) o is added to OA
An extra set of options is then created: Osubr , containing
the options proposed in [21] for Pac-Man; namely: go to the
closest food, go to the closest capsule, go to the closest ghost,
avoid the closest ghost; policies are handcrafted, termination
probability is 0.2, initiation set is S.
Q-learning is then run 200 times for 3000 episodes with
agents using A, A ∪ Oaggr , A ∪ Ocons , A ∪ OP1 , A ∪ OP2 or
A ∪ Osubr as the options sets.
Features: The features in F , which we used to aggregate
goals, are those that do not carry directional information. This
choice was made to address redundancy in the goals and
also by the limited utility of directional information in the
definition of goals. Since directional information is descriptive
of specific details rather than high-level ideas, it is less useful
to characterise a goal.
V. R ESULTS

B. Experimental procedure
The structure of the experiments for each agent
A ∈ {cons, aggr} (Section IV-A) is as follows:
1) Sets DCons and DAggr of 1000 games are recorded for
each automatic agent.
2) Sets DP1 and DP2 of 30 games are recorded from two
of the authors.
3) A model of the environment T is learned analysing all
the above mentioned games.
4) Algorithm 1 is used to extract goals from games:
5) For each A ∈ {Cons, Aggr, P1, P2}:
U
a) U
GA = d∈DA EXTRACT_GOALS(T, d), where
indicates a multiset sum. A multiset is a set
where information about the number of occurrences
of each element is preserved. Notice that Algorithm
1 returns a multiset.
b) States with equal values for selected features (see
subsection at the end of this section for details)

In this section we report the results of our experiments. First,
we quantitatively analyse the data, and then we discuss the top
detected goals and the performance of Q-learning with and
without options learned with our algorithm.
Q-learning performance
The experiments showed that using options learned by our
algorithm leads to final better performance than using the
options proposed in [21]. Figure 1 shows the distribution of
per-episode total reward for each agent over all episodes, while
Figure 2 shows it for 300 extra episodes run after learning, with
exploration and learning deactivated. It can be observed that
our approach produces superior final performance to that of
[21], while being inferior during learning. This is confirmed by
a statistical analysis: we computed the effect size between all
pairs of agents. Table I reports the two-samples t-tests p-values
and the Cohen coefficients found for the largest effect sizes.
All of the p-values are < 0.001, normally considered small,
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Figure 1. Per-episode return during learning,
averaged over 3000 games and 200 repetitions.
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Figure 2. Per-episode return after learning, averaged
over 300 games and 200 repetitions.

Eff. size
2.123
1.738
1.527
1.466
1.230
1.017
0.865
0.848
0.791
0.662

p-value
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

Table I
Largest effect sizes of average reward per
episode after learning (as in Figure 2).
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Figure 3. Episode score (average across 200
runs, moving average of size 200.)
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Figure 4. Eaten ghosts per episode (average
across 200 runs, moving average of size 200.)

P1
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Figure 5. Frequency of use per player of the 12 most
used goals (Y axis has a logarithmic scale). The values in
the legend characterise each goal; they indicate, in order:
distance from the closest capsule, food, non-scared ghost
and scared ghost. Abbreviations: - is none, C is close, M
is mid-range, F is far.

and most of the effect sizes are > 0.8, normally considered
Figure 5 gives insights on the strategy preferred by each
large. This confirms that the differences found are unlikely to player. Most noticeable is that all players have a strong prefbe due to chance and large enough to be of practical relevance. erence for goals (far, close, far, none) and (far, mid, far, none),
Performance of all the agents over time is shown in Figure indicating a tendency to stay away from non-scared ghosts
3. It is interesting to observe that the skill showed in the (NSG = far) and to go after food (F = close and F = mid).
demonstrations does not seem to correlate with the performance
The conservative agent has the strongest tendency to igof the learning agents. The difference in performance between nore scared ghosts, as indicated by its preference for goal
the agents can be explained in most cases by the number of (far, close, none, far) over (far, mid, far, none) (in particular,
eaten ghosts, as shown in Figure 4. In fact, it seems agents using SG = far). The other goal in the top 4 of the conservative
options produced by our approach show superior performance agent is (none, close, none, far), again indicating a tendency to
for this reason: the agent using options from [21] (labeled “QL leave scared ghosts alone (SG = far) but, at the same time, to
+ Subr. options”) is the only outlier, being surpassed quite early eat capsules (C = none).
during learning in terms of eaten ghosts, but maintaining an
On the other hand, the aggressive agent shows a strong prefadvantage in terms of reward (i.e., score) for some time.
erence for eating scared ghosts, as indicated by its preference
for goals (none, far, far, none) and (none, mid, far, none), both
Extracted goals
having C = none and SG = none; i.e., all capsule eaten and no
Analysing the extracted goals can give useful insights into scared ghosts alive. Reaching these conclusions from the table
how the proposed algorithm works. Figure 5 shows the 12 most is not intuitive because our approach is based on detection
used goals (across all players); for each goal and each player, of goal states rather than actions. Figure 5 shows, as goals,
it shows the relative frequency of use. From the figure, it is the states following the action of eating. On the other hand,
possible to infer what are the most used goals for each player a human would intuitively consider the action of eating as a
and, therefore, the options generated (the top 4) for each agent. goal in itself. While this is not possible to detect with our
The features used to describe goals are, in order, distance from algorithm, it is a direction for future research to narrow the
the closest capsule, the closest food, the closest non-scared gap between human reasoning and the algorithm output.
ghost and the closest scared ghost. For brevity, we will indicate
Interestingly, both human players are more flexible in terms
them as (C, F, NSG, SG) in the following discussion.
of how near they dare to be to non-scared ghosts, as indicated
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by goal (far, close, mid, none); this is an obvious consequence bias the agents even better during learning [30]. Finally, the
of the difference between hard-coded rules and fuzzy brains, goals learned by our technique could prove useful tools to
but it is remarkable that the algorithm detected it. This is also characterise player styles; we therefore envision a larger study
confirmed by another behaviour of the automatic players, which to investigate such application.
use goals (none, far, far, none) and (none, mid, far, none) more
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